Recommendations
for your peel

The purpose of SKIN
a
TECH peel is to remedy skin ageing, photo damaging problem,
pigmentation marks, acne scars, to decrease acneic tendency, etc. The skin’s texture is refined
and the complexion becomes clearer and brighter.
According to your skin and the results you are looking for, your doctor will help you choose the
right peeling and post treatment daily care products you need. There are three different types of
peel -light, medium or deep- depending on the depth to which the skin is treated.
All peels should be carried by an experienced doctor.
Usually, there is no need to prepare the skin beforehand, except the necessary cases.
We recommend you remove your jewelry (necklace, earrings, etc.) before the application of
peeling.
While the peel is being applied, you will feel a sensation of warmth on your face that is perfectly
bearable. The first 2 days after the peel, your face feels a little tight. The 3rd and 4th day, your
skin can flake more noticeably.
Easy TCA is a highly effective medium/superficial peel that is well tolerated by the skin. It
is applied in 4 weekly sessions. There is barely no downtime and you can carry on with your
activities as normal.
· The post-peel cream applied by your practitioner must be kept on during 8 hours at least.
Please, do not wash the treated area in the evening of the peel.
· The next day, please cleanse your face withSkin
special
Tech Cleanser.
· To optimize peeling results Skin Tech has prepared complementary daily care products:
applySkin Tech Purifying Cream twice a day during the 6 weeks of treatment.
Skin Tech Purigel will be then suitable for your skin which is usually oily skin type.
· The more you moisturize your skin after peeling , the more readily it flakes; your skin will feel
better and the results will be better too. Don’t scratch and remove the exfoliated skin.
®
· Please, after peeling, protect your skin from the UVA/UVB
Melablock-HSP
with
SPF 30
or Melablock-HSP® SPF 50+.

YOUNG
SKIN
PROBLEMS

ACNEIC TENDENCY SKIN

Skin Impurities Control
Purifying Cream
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Effective solution:
skins with acneic tendencies

Purifying Cream can be used as a pre-peel preparation
and as daily treatment to prolong the effect of medical
laser or peelings.

Gentle elimination of
impurities

Does not modify skin
permeability

Use in the morning
and in the evening

EASY TCA
Superficial peeling

Skin architecture
renewing

1 / week

4 sessions

PURIFYING CREAM
PURIGEL
Daily care

Prolongation of
treatment results

1st daily application:
morning

2nd daily application:
evening

DAILY
CARE

Recommended
application
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CLEANSER foam
Everyday cleansing
for sensitive skins

NO SEASON LIMITATION
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PROFESSIONAL
ADVICE

Helps improving the aspect of skins with
acneic tendencies.

Skin impurities
control

Cleanses the skin of impurities due to
teenage or middle-age imbalance.

Excellent results
Before / after

YOUNG
SKIN
PROBLEMS

- PURIFYING CREAM morning and evening
(between peeling sessions)
- VIT. E ANTIOXIDANT CREAM morning
- Sun protection: MELABLOCK-HSP SPF 30

8 days

1st

8 days

2nd

2 weeks

8 days

3rd

Easy TCA sessions

PROFESSIONAL
USE ONLY

- PURIGEL morning and evening
- VIT. E ANTIOXIDANT CREAM morning

4 weeks

REPEAT
if necessary

4th
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